
Musings for the month of March...  
 

I remember the 1960s and the fashion of the day, when London rocked 
and became the centre of the trendy world......  

This picture is of Sir Grayson Perry as his alter ego Claire with his 
boyhood teddy bear Alan Measles...  

I love his art and his interest in the human condition, he is now part of 
the ‘establishment’. King Charles can cope, can you?  

What we accepted as the norm back then, may no longer be so; and 
what we despised, closed our minds to, and turned our backs on, may 
now be accepted as the norm. Things change; tradition is torn down 
and life moves on, not always smoothly but change happens and you 
either embrace it or get left behind.  

The Church of England seeks to speak into our lives with a message of love and using the 
imagery of what following Jesus looks like today. So image a tricycle. The two back wheels 
offering stability is ‘Tradition’ and ‘Scripture’, with the front wheel being ‘Experience’. We view 
everything from our own experience, and we draw from scripture and tradition as a point of 
reference. The front wheel steers our lives based on our experiences and how we relate to and 
interpret tradition and scripture. Does each wheel have equal value or do we lean overly heavily 
on one or other? Should they even have equal value? What do you think? (If you don’t have faith 
then Tradition may be Societal norms and Scripture may be the Law (Civil.)  

Somehow the Church of England has to navigate the reality of same-sex relationships; we will be 
allowed to ‘bless’ same-sex couples but not to marry them, yet. We have accepted women as 
Priests, even as Bishops but the established church is normally behind the curve; is it stuck 
leaning heavily on the Tradition wheel?  

Despite everything, there is welcome, love and community to be found in seeking that something 
in our hearts that we can call God. Even the traditional church does that. Embrace the beauty and 
love of those around you and immerse yourself in the amazing environment which surrounds us. 
Thank you Grayson for being you; challenging the status quo.............just like Jesus. (Hug a 
Bishop....they need loving at the moment!)  

Revd Mike North 


